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Found these plans on the

internet and decided to 

try and build a set as I 

had purchased the Electro-

voice speakers in the earlyvoice speakers in the early

‘70’s for a different set of 

cabinets.  The set of 

coaxial speakers were actually

made for this speaker cabinet.





Electro-voice’s description



Schematic I had to work with



First step was to enlarge plans

to a  readable size













I decided that job 

one was to 

cut all of the cut all of the 

smaller support

pieces.



Then the larger main pieces
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Upper Baffle was the most difficult to cut.  Note all the angles to cut.



Setup to cut the 26o angle 

on the bottom

of the Upper Baffle.

Note the custom 

throat plate to throat plate to 

accommodate the 

angle.  On a test cut 

on scrap piece the 

plywood was falling 

through the slot of the 

standard metal throat 

plate. The custom 

throat plate stopped 

this from happening.



Custom taper jig to cut the Front Sides



Jig to cut final angles on the

Cabinet Tops

Only discovered this jig on 
the net when it came to cut 
the angle on the tops. All the 
other angle cuts on the 
bottom, lower baffle and 
upper baffle were cut using 
the mitre gauge, sighting the mitre gauge, sighting 
down the blade and making 
test cuts.  A test cut, then 
measured between the cut 
and the lay out line at the top 
and bottom of the cut.  If the 
distance was the same, then 
I snuck up to the lay out line. 
It was a painful process!  
This jig would have saved a 
lot of time.



Cutting the dado in the Front Sides for the lower Baffle



Completed dados in the Front Sides

To hold the lower Baffle

Oops! on 1st dado

Cut!



Cutting the hole in the speaker panel



Top, Base & Front Side assembly



Glue-up of the Upper Baffle.

Applied glue to 4 edges and

set in with weights to set.



Plans called for 

sound deadening

material.  I used

Roxul covered with

T-shirt material soT-shirt material so

that fibers do not

come out of the back

with the movement

of air.



Baronet speaker

cabinets with

final finish.final finish.




